
 

THE DNC HAS WEAPONIZED MIGRATION IN ORDER TO
MAKE NANCY PELOSI RICHER BY INFLATING DNC
VOTER ROSTERS

WTF did all these desperate "migrants" from shithole
countries do before we started importing them by the
millions? Why are they all of a sudden incapable of
caring for themselves?  (whatever)
 by obvious-throwaway-

It's not like Central America or Africa suddenly appeared on the
map last month, so why now?
I recall we attempted to show up in their shithole countries and
through colonization show these savages how to better care for
themselves. Then we were forced out of their countries and now
they sneak into ours? If they want us to help them so badly, why
don't they invite us back to their countries so we can show them
how to care for themselves again or simply let us rule over them
as they are incapable of ruling over themselves.

 

[–]  obvious_throwaway1  23 points (+23|-0 ) 2.3 hours ago 

NWO Globalists weaponized "migrants" for various kickbacks, pay-
for-play schemes, and Soros foundation checks.
Governments go along with it because they desperately need new
consumers in the Western worlds ever-shrinking populations which
rely on stealing from their children's futures to pay for their own
benefits, while either ignoring or simply being willfully ignorant of the
fact that these baby-producing migrants are a majority welfare
recipient as opposed to the intended bankroll.
People are overall too nice and easily mislead to do the right thing
for poor people, or the ever-popular "for the children" which is used
to flood the participant countries with migrant "children" who are
overwhelmingly male and over 30.
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Just another modern scam, with the international banking cartel
being the puppet master for everything behind the curtains. Every
war is a bankers war, and money is the root of all evil in this world.
permalink

[–]  fastactingimpaler  5 points (+5|-0 ) 1.3 hours ago  (edited 1.3 hours ago)

Even the churches are in on it. Struggling Churches that didn't
have a message worth putting in the donation box suddenly had
one of the vampire tentacles breathing new 'life' into it (SOROS).
A lot of them are resettling the refugees in return for money.
permalink    parent

[–]  Tazzermalt  3 points (+3|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago  (edited 1 microcentury ago)

WTF Rip Van Winkle just woke up?

they are not islamic invaders but doctors and engineers of
Wakanda https://gfycat.com/ChillyHighlevelGecko Gfycat  guy gets
stoned to death for stealing and then some other guy comes over
and steals stuff from the dead body. more wakanda
news https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/scottish-news/vile-
woman-who-stabbed-scots-
12153178 ! https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/07/somalia-muslim-
murders-nine-in-jihad-suicide-bombing-at-interior-ministry-
building ! https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-07-27/sweden-
will-remain-sweden-name-only ! The_Africa_pill ....Taylor Swift
music vid https://streamable.com/lymkd
permalink    parent

[–]  lissencarak  2 points (+2|-0 ) 26 minutes ago 

You rationalize it too much.
Jews just really really hate whites. That's all there is to it.
permalink    parent

[–]  EndTheFed2  0 points (+4|-4 ) 1.6 hours ago 
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End the Fed
permalink    parent

[–]  zombielordzero  10 points (+10|-0 ) 1.8 hours ago 

part of a one-two punch.
first punch was the 'feed the poor and hungry' campaign, which
removed the food cap on the numbers in poor countries.
Second punch was the 'immunize the world' campaign, which
removed another natural offset that kept the death rate nearly in
balance to the birth rate.
the knockout blow is when those populations swell to numbers
never before seen, they strip their natural environment down to
bedrock (they eat dirt cakes for food btw) then heedmerkel's call to
come to europe.
this is a long time coming, and the jews used the christain's charity
as a noose to strangle europe.
permalink

[–]  sir_andy_of_bad  1 points (+4|-3 ) 1.6 hours ago  (edited 1.5 hours ago)

You do know that almost all ngos are non-Christian, right?
Getting tired of this "christ cuck" horseshit you Jews love to
peddle here. Christianity is our literal salvation. It dragged us out
of the fucking stone age in Europe. It federated all whites into
one mono-culture. Before Christianity, whites were divided by
infinite flavors of paganism. So if your point is to denigrate
Christianity, it's my job to tell others how much bullshit that is. If
your aim is to be impartial, learn some statistics. Yes, there have
been a few Christian groups who relocated Christian Africans in
the US. No, almost all of them are secular, soros-funded non-
governmental organizations, and have nothing to do with
Christianity. Intellectual dishonesty hurts you as much as it hurts
everyone else. Sorry if I'm being harsh, but I am growing very
weary of seeing all of these Skyrim-ite, Asatru-peddling crypto-
kikes infecting the alt-right with this bullshit. We are Christian,
end of story. Without it, we will fail. No questions asked, we will
fail. Sorry if that truth is too much for some to handle, but there is
validity behind Christianity, that much should be self-evident to
any intellectually-honest, intelligent individual.
permalink    parent
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[–]  Tazzermalt  4 points (+4|-0 ) 1.3 hours ago  (edited 41 minutes ago)

No lots of them are Christian, there are Jewish, they are
Christian, they are Jew Israeli groups, they are Christianity
NGOs, there are Iranian groups, there are Saudi muslim
brotherhood smugglers, there are Leftwing Open Borders
California degenerates, Lutheran, Roman Catholic, Protestant,
Episcopal
Church https://refugeeresettlementwatch.wordpress.com/2018
/05/24/see-what-i-mean-the-wailing-for-workers-is-the-latest-
pr-push-for-refugee-industry-virginia-this-
time/ ! https://refugeeresettlementwatch.wordpress.com/2018/
07/08/open-borders-left-dominates-episcopal-church-
meeting/ and https://refugeeresettlementwatch.wordpress.com
/2018/01/09/south-dakota-legislator-wants-more-information-
on-refugee-costs-opposed-by-lutherans-and-muslim-
activist/ and https://refugeeresettlementwatch.wordpress.com/
2015/04/30/residents-of-st-cloud-mn-get-more-facts-on-
refugee-resettlement/ Your Tax Dollars at Work!!
permalink    parent

[–]  WilliamCutting  2 points (+2|-0 ) 50 minutes ago 

Easy nigger, just because you got christ-triggered doesnt
mean you get a free pass to fire off all your pet mini-crusades.
How about you keep your autism in a debate thread where it
belongs and we won't derail a completely unrelated topic.
permalink    parent

[–]  auralsects  1 points (+2|-1 ) 58 minutes ago 

the alt-right is decidedly not Christian, you triggered pansy,
and no de facto leader has even proposed making it a rallying
point. More acknowledge its devastating effect on white men
(including dozens of fratricidal wars worse than any foreign
invasion).
Christianity is dead in Europe, Zionist in America, its
leadership is compromised, its ideology completely incoherent
and Jewish (Paul) in origin.
Religion is vital but not Shitianity; white islam is the only way,
as Hitler always dreamed. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qgV2HxZ0Xic YouTube
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1 reply

[–]  MegaDouche  0 points (+0|-0 ) 13 minutes ago 

It federated all whites into one mono-culture.

Yeah sure. Whites haven't killed each other in two thousand
years.
permalink    parent

1 reply

[–]  big_fat_dangus  8 points (+8|-0 ) 1.8 hours ago 

The jews are actively bringing them here via NGOs dude. This shit
doesn't happen by accident.
permalink

[–]  Improbablyanasshole  4 points (+4|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

Because it's not about helping anyone, it's an act of war.
permalink

[–]  Tazzermalt  0 points (+0|-0 ) 54 minutes ago 

will it be war or civil unrest? why an alliance with illegal islamics
and invader DinduNuffins ?
permalink    parent

[–]  Troll  3 points (+3|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

It's not like Central America or Africa suddenly appeared on the
map last month, so why now?

Because the Jews want to eradicate the whites. It's a plan by the
Jewish organizations to turn the entire world into a gigantic shithole,
so they can be "MUH GOD'S CHOSEN PEEPL" but instead they
will end up in the ovens only this time for real.
permalink

[–]  ErrorHasNoRights  3 points (+3|-0 ) 2 hours ago 

They're bringing them in to do the job whites don't want to do: make
babies.
permalink

[–]  Tazzermalt  2 points (+2|-0 ) 1.6 hours ago  (edited 1.6 hours ago)
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White do make babies, see Poland, Sweden, France, USA,
Latvia also low birth rate does not always mean negative growth,
the Japanese grow despite having a low birth rate and China
also. The major problem is (((bankers))) forcing a family with a
single kid to work two three four jobs with both parents working
and no time to make a family, also the whole welfare scam of
rewarding the fresh off the boat type who enter the baby making
business and these type who will never pay US taxes. Comes
down to r / k selection theory politics
permalink    parent

[–]  ErrorHasNoRights  0 points (+1|-1 ) 1.4 hours ago 

Japan has had deflation / stagflation for decades. China's
economy is very fake. They build empty skyscrapers just to
put people to work. That's part of their GDP. Both economies
depend on exports.
But I agree that we should only have one parent working so
that the mother can raise the kids. But most women don't want
that today. They want a "career". Fertility rates were higher
even during hard times. We are very affluent today,
comparably speaking.
permalink    parent

1 reply

[–]  Baichu  2 points (+2|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

Well, in Canadastan, they are given immediate health care, a place
to live and welfare.
permalink

[–]  Cat-hax  2 points (+2|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

Teach a man to fish he will never starve give a nigger a fish he will
keep coming back for more gibs.
permalink

[–]  MegaDouche  0 points (+0|-0 ) 10 minutes ago 

Teach a nigger to fis.... ah nevermind.
permalink    parent

[–]  MrPim  2 points (+2|-0 ) 1.7 hours ago  (edited 1.7 hours ago)
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They were scientists and computer programmers in Wakanda. Then
Trump wrecked their economy by undermining their industrial
complex via tariffs. Wypepo hep!
permalink

[–]  cynoclast  2 points (+3|-1 ) 1.7 hours ago 

They lived in cities that weren't bombed out husks before we and
other Imperialist nations bombed them into the stone age.
Seriously: http://world.greekreporter.com/files/LIBYA.jpg JPG

permalink

[–]  goat-ditarod  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

Your right not sure why some nf would downvoat and not
comment.
permalink    parent

[–]  xenoPsychologist  2 points (+2|-0 ) 1.8 hours ago 

theyve never been able to care for themselves. it was just suddenly
an excuse to ship them off to non-garbage nations.
permalink

[–]  Bfwilley  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2.1 hours ago 

Somebody shot a hole in the bucket.............
permalink

[–]  Tazzermalt  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2.3 hours ago  (edited 2 hours ago)

Merkel asked the jiadhi invader islamics and Low IQ needy negroids
to come to Germany and the West...also certain groups, charity,
NGO, churches got into the business of people smuggling,
kickbacks, pay-for-play schemes, the Soros types connect with
welfare and illegal immigration. See
here https://refugeeresettlementwatch.wordpress.com/2018/01/11/u
s-news-and-world-report-takes-notice-of-south-dakota-refugee-
controversy/ islam
books https://refugeeresettlementwatch.wordpress.com/2016/03/04/
writer-calls-lutheran-social-service-of-mn-booklet-on-islam-fantasy-
islam/ US Tax payer ?
https://refugeeresettlementwatch.wordpress.com/2018/07/08/open-
borders-left-dominates-episcopal-church-meeting/ follow the
money? https://refugeeresettlementwatch.wordpress.com/2018/05/2
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4/see-what-i-mean-the-wailing-for-workers-is-the-latest-pr-push-for-
refugee-industry-virginia-this-time/
permalink

[–]  magnora7  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.3 hours ago 

The west destroyed their countries, that's what. The military-
industrial-banking complex of the west created the immigration
problem by their destruction of these countries, so that they can get
control of them.
permalink

[–]  goat-ditarod  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

I believe they lived peacefully in their own country until we decided
we want their oil and blew up their communities. Then we turn
around and tell them we don't want them. So, before you blow up
Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan, Libya etc... you may think about the
consequences.
permalink

[–]  Tazzermalt  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.1 hours ago 

kinda true but islamics, the mohammedans were killing infidels
and killing each other long before USA even existed, long before
America was even a breath. I do agree though America should
not always be the world police, most of the times the USA has
been manipulated into bullshit wars by globalist types its time to
stop the endless wars.
permalink    parent

[–]  fuck_reddits_feefees  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.6 hours ago 

Dude... Don't you know it's [Current Year]?
permalink

[–]  burns29  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.8 hours ago 

Where did they get the money to travel to Europe? I work 2 jobs
and I can't afford a vacation to Europe.
permalink

[–]  A_M_Swallow  0 points (+0|-0 ) 10 minutes ago 

They walk = free transport. Since they do not have jobs in Africa
and Asia they do not lose money by taking the year off. One less
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mouth for the family farm to feed. Someone else is paying for the
boat ride across the Mediterranean.
A second group are brought by people smugglers. Basically the
whole family including cousins saved up thousands of dollars to
send one man. Money may have been borrowed. When he gets
welfare benefits the man is meant to send money back to pay for
the next immigrant's ticket.
permalink    parent

[–]  liftwizard  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.9 hours ago 

(((YOU KNOW WHY...))))
permalink

[–]  dias17se  1 points (+1|-0 ) 2.1 hours ago 

Negroes dont do much, if you see them in videos its as interesting
as watching paint dry, they just fuck around really, waste all their
bottle caps on booze.
permalink

[–]  Bobtheviolent  0 points (+0|-0 ) 2 minutes ago 

Don't know what they did before, but the came to the west for free
stuff. They actually believe that everyone in the west is rich and
everything is handed out for free. Unfortunately they are being given
everything.
permalink

[–]  HillBoulder  0 points (+0|-0 ) 33 minutes ago 

Apparently they didn't spend their time learning to swim.
permalink

[–]  preheat_ovens  0 points (+0|-0 ) 36 minutes ago 

They ate dirt cookies and raped and murdered each other in their
own countries and were perfectly happy practicing their vibrant,
diverse cultures away from us.
permalink

[–]  Merlynn  0 points (+0|-0 ) 37 minutes ago 

They've always wanted to get in,it's just now they're being allowed.
And actively brought over.
permalink
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[–]  alphasnail  0 points (+0|-0 ) 48 minutes ago 

Wild animals always take the route that presents they best survival
advantage. There's a reason why people post signs that say "Don't
feed the animals." It's because they'll quickly become dependent on
you and may even violently attack you if you don't continue to feed
them.
permalink

[–]  ArbeitMachtPepe  0 points (+0|-0 ) 55 minutes ago 

Walked 8 miles to fetch water
permalink

[–]  DeadBeatNigger  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.2 hours ago 

There's a great 4chan post about what these people did before they
got here, and it was essentially the same thing, except in their
country. the UN and NGOs gave them free gibbs, and they sat
around, knowing that if they just didn't work and went on a virtual
hunger strike, guilty whites would eventually cave and gibb dem mo'
free sheeeeit, nigguh.
permalink

[–]  Weasel_Soup  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.3 hours ago 

Short answer: They are being directed by the jews.
permalink

[–]  Trumpstain  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.4 hours ago 

The real question is why western countries have such a desth wish
to let them in.
permalink

[–]  KEKjudo  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.4 hours ago 

You know the fucking answer already why do you fuckers keep
acting clueless
permalink

[–]  carbonsteel  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.4 hours ago 

I would like to understand what in the actual fuck the government
officials of the countries that allow migrants into their countries
EXPECT these people will do when they get here ?
Suddenly become motivated, intelligent, and hard working ?
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They are going to take their gibs, steal, assault, rape, murder, take
drugs, sell drugs. Hard work will NEVER appeal to them over these
ways of life. It will completely drain their government, social
programs, resources, infrastructure,....everything. They don't even
have the prison facilities to isolate the worst offenders in an effort to
separate out any that would even try to make a go of it. Even if they
did, they don't have the balls consistently prosecute any offenders.
It will be generations before this could be fixed. And by that time the
population growth will be out of control. It is a very, very dark future
for these countries. Really, I think it is already too late for them.
The only way I see this could be fixed is a mass transfer of illegal
migrants to penal colonies back in Africa (remember
Australia?)Australia Penal Colonies
But it doesn't matter, no one in Europe has the balls to do what they
did in the past.
permalink

[–]  Inquisitioner  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

What did they do before? They got fed on your tax dollars by foreign
aid and humanitarian orgs. Niggers don't grow food.
permalink

[–]  Pawn  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

Thats an incredibly simplistic view, we went in, exploited the
resources, and when it got too hard or unprofitable we bailed and
left them to their own devices. Some nations had resources, but it
would be unprofitable to try and exert control directly, so we sent
agents in and installed puppets to make it easier. We devalued their
currency by printing more of it and using it to buy their own stuff.
Regime changes in some nations that were pretty stable to make it
more profitable to extract resources. Some nations however we just
abandoned to virtue signal(Africa)
permalink

[–]  justsayingmayne  -1 points (+0|-1 ) 1.7 hours ago 

Make no mistake, they're ALL going back, or they're all going to die.
permalink
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